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We develop techniques for studying characteristic length
scales in DNA sequences and apply these to the analysis
of long genomic sequences including all available human se	
quences longer than �




 bp and the nine sequenced yeast
chromosomes� We �nd evidence suggesting the existence of
a hierarchy of characteristic length scales in all the genomic
DNA sequences analyzed� In particular� we �nd similar patch
sizes in all nine yeast chromosomes� and some patch sizes ex	
ist in several organisms� We examine the possibility that in
yeast the patchiness is caused by the alternation of coding and
noncoding DNA sequences� We also examine that in human
sequences the patchiness is related to repetitive sequences�
However� we conclude that neither repetitive sequences nor
the alternation of coding and noncoding DNA can fully ex	
plain the the mosaic structure of DNA�

I� INTRODUCTION

It is well known that DNA nucleotides have a mosaic
structure� in which there are �patches� with an excess of
one type of nucleotide �Bernardi et al�� ��	
� Churchill�
��	�� Fickett et al�� ����� It is also known that the mo�
saic structure of DNA may a�ect the correlation prop�
erties of DNA sequences �Nee� ����� Karlin and Bren�
del� �����Peng et al�� ����� Although the e�ects of
patchiness on correlation have been studied� correlation
measures have never been used to study patchiness and
to identify characteristic patch sizes in DNA sequences�
Here� we develop techniques for studying characteristic
patch sizes in DNA sequences and then apply these to
the analysis of long genomic DNA sequences� including
the nine sequenced yeast chromosomes� several human
sequences� and some prokaryotic sequences�

In order to apply numerical methods to a DNA se�
quence fnig consisting of base pairs A �adenine� C �cy�
tosine� T �thymine and G �guanine� we generate a nu�
merical sequence fuig for each DNA sequence using the
following � ways of mapping rules�

�i Purine�pyrimidine �RY� rule� If ni is a purine �A or
G then ui � �� if ni is a pyrimidine� then ui � ���

�ii Hydrogen bond energy �SW� rule �Azbel� ����� For
strongly bonded pairs �G or C ui � � while for
weakly bonded pairs �A or T ui � ���

�iii Hybrid �KM� rule� For A and C ui � � while for T
and G ui � ���

Other mappings can also be studied �Buldyrev et al��
���
�

II� METHODS AND RESULTS

First� we develop techniques for detecting and examin�
ing characteristic scales of patchiness by studying a con�
trol sequence of ���s and ���s with patches of � di�erent
characteristic scales� The control sequence is constructed
by concatenating uncorrelated patches of �xed sizes of
��� bp� ���� bp� and ����� bp� The patches have ran�
domly assigned biases b � P ��� P ��� � ������ To
obtain an approximate power law distribution of patch
sizes� the smallest patch size is chosen with the highest
probability and the largest patch size is chosen with the
smallest probability according to the following rule� For
the jth patch�

�i A random number xj is chosen in the interval ��� ���

�ii A preliminary length quantity L is computed as
L � ����x�

�iii If L is less than ���� then a patch of size ��� bp
is chosen� Otherwise if L is less than ����� then a
patch of size ���� bp is chosen� Otherwise a patch
of size ����� is chosen�

The power spectrum S�f for this control sequence�
de�ned as the modulus squared of the discrete Fourier
transform of ui� is shown in Fig� ��a� The spectrum re�
sembles a ���f type� power�law spectrum� Studying the
unsmoothed spectrum alone can lead to the erroneous
conclusion that the sequence is scale invariant �scale�
free� since we �nd that the correlation exponent

��� � �
d logS�f

d logf
� ��

where � � ��f is a length� displays three bumps
which correspond to the three scales of patchiness� See
Fig� ��b�
Whereas the estimation of ��� requires some smooth�

ing and �ltering� making it susceptible to human er�
ror� Detrended �uctuation analysis �DFA �Peng et al��
���� does not su�er from this disadvantage� We use
the variant of the DFA method described in �Buldyrev

�



et al�� ���
� The net displacement y�n of the sequence
u is de�ned by y�n �

Pn

i��
ui� which can be thought

of graphically as a one�dimensional random walk� The
sequence y�n is then divided into a number of sub�
sequences of length �� For each subsequence� linear re�
gression is used to calculate an interpolated �detrended�
walk y��n � a�b�n�n�� Then we de�ne the �DFA �uc�

tuation� by FD�� �
p
h��y�i� where �y � y�n� y��n�

and the averaging is over all points y�n� We use a mov�
ing window to obtain better statistics� The DFA expo�
nent ��� is de�ned by

��� � �
d logFD��

d log �� � �
��

where the ���� is a correction for small � �Buldyrev et
al�� ���
� Fig� ��c shows ��� for the arti�cial con�
trol model described above� Note that unlike DFA� the
original �DNA walk� �uctuation analysis �Peng� ���� is
unable to detect the patchiness�
The functions ��� and ��� are thus a measure of how

correlated a sequence is on di�erent length scales� Peaks
in ��� and ��� correspond to characteristic patch sizes�
It can be shown that the peaks should occur at scales
of the patch size multiplied by a factor 	 � ��
� which
depends on quantities like the bias and length of the
patches� Therefore� by looking for peaks in ��� and ����
we can estimate characteristic DNA patch sizes� See the
appendix for an approximate derivation of 	�

Having developed the techniques for detecting and
examining characteristic scales of patchiness in model
sequences� we next apply these methods to real data�
Fig� � shows the DFA exponent ��� for the nine se�
quenced chromosomes of Saccharomyces cerevisiae using
the purine�pyrimidine rule and the hydrogen bond energy
rule� Note how similar ��� is for di�erent chromosomes�
For � 
 ���� bp the di�erent chromosomes have almost
identical ���� This beautiful similarity indicates that the
correlation properties of the di�erent chromosomes are
very similar for � 
 ���� bp� Note also how the �rst
couple of peaks in ��� roughly coincide for the di�erent
chromosomes in Fig� ��b� This indicates that the nine
chromosomes have similar patch sizes� because peaks in
��� correspond to characteristic patch sizes�

To test the idea that the correlation properties and
patchiness in yeast chromosomes may be due simply
to the alternation of coding and noncoding DNA �Nee�
����� we study the length distribution of introns and
exons in yeast chromosome III� We then generate control
�introns� and control �exons� of uncorrelated DNA with
the same length distributions and the same nucleotide
concentrations as those found in yeast chromosome III�
By alternating these control exons and introns� we con�
struct a control sequence for which the introns and exons
have similar length distributions and nucleotide concen�
trations as yeast chromosome III� We �nd the DFA ex�
ponent ��� for this control sequence� and compare it to
yeast chromosome III� as shown in Fig� ��c and �d�

Next� we estimate the characteristic patch sizes for sev�
eral eukaryotic sequences longer than ������ bp� as well
as for some E� coli bacterial sequences� as shown in Fig� ��
We used the peaks in ��� divided by the factor 	 � ��

to calculate the patch sizes� Similar patch sizes appear
in several sequences� and some even appear on sequences
from di�erent species�
Finally we test the hypothesis that the patchiness

could simply arise from the abundance of repetitive se�
quences in genomic DNA �Buldyrev et al�� ����� If this
is true� then a control sequence constructed from repet�
itive sequences should be able to reproduce the patchi�
ness and the correlation properties of genomic DNA se�
quences� Speci�cally� we study the DFA exponent ���
of a control sequence composed ��
� of Alu repeats and
�
� of Line��c repeats interspersed with uncorrelated
sequences with average nucleotide concentrations esti�
mated from all available human sequences larger than

� bp� The uncorrelated spacer�sequences have a bias
of b � P �AT � P �CG � ���
� and have an expo�
nential length distribution� The parameters we use for
the repetitive sequences are typical for human DNA se�
quences �Bell� ����� Bell ����� The model is able to ac�
count for some features found in the real data �cf� Fig� 
�

III� DISCUSSION

Recently� long�range power�law correlations were found
to exist in some genomic DNA sequences �Arneodo et
al�� ���
� Li and Kaneko� ����� Peng et al�� ����� Voss�
����� Tentative explanations have been put forward to
explain this phenomenon involving �D structure �Gros�
berg et al�� ����� repetitive sequences �Buldyrev et al��
����� and point mutation and duplication �Li� ����� Li
and Kaneko ����� There have also been several attempts
to explain long�range correlations by the presence of the
patch sizes of the �xed size �Azbel� ���
� Karlin and
Brendel� ���� Azbel ����� or as due to alternation of
coding and noncoding sequences of certain characteris�
tic sizes �Nee� ����� But the origin of such long�range
correlations in DNA is still regarded as an open question�
The values of ��� for yeast chromosome III and for

the coding�noncoding model of yeast chromosome III de�
scribed above shows that the alternation of coding and
noncoding DNA indeed contributes to the long�range cor�
relation properties of yeast chromosome III� But Nee�s
hypothesis cannot explain all the correlation properties
of the chromosome� Speci�cally� as seen in Fig��� whereas
for the hydrogen bond energy rule there are some simi�
larities between the model and the real chromosome� for
the purine�pyrimidine rule there is no resemblance at all�
Our results also go against the hypothesis that the

known long�range correlations in DNA sequences are due
to repetitive sequences� Speci�cally� the results in Fig� 

show that although repetitive sequences are able to ex�
plain some features of the patchiness found in real data�

�



there are qualitative di�erences between the model and
the real data which are unlikely to disappear by increas�
ing the number of types of repetitive elements� There�
fore we conclude that repetitive sequences cannot fully
explain the known mosaic structure and the known long�
range correlation properties of DNA sequences�

We comment on the �nding that the yeast chromo�
somes have similar ���� For � 
 ���� bp the yeast chro�
mosomes have almost identical mosaic structure and cor�
relation properties� This suggests that the mechanisms
which organize the yeast genome a�ect every chromo�
some in similar ways�
Our �nding that there exists a hierarchy of characteris�

tic patch sizes in genomic DNA sequences may shed some
light on this observation� As seen in Fig� �� similar patch
sizes appear in several sequences� and some even appear
on sequences from di�erent species� suggesting that the
complex global structure of genomic DNA may have some
universal properties� The patchiness in eukaryotic DNA
could be due partially to the elaborate organization and
folding of DNA by proteins into nucleosomes and higher�
order structures of chromatin� Nucleosome structure may
be responsible for strong correlations near � � ��� bp�
while the packaging of DNA into higher order structures
like looped domains might lead to correlations on larger
length scales �Alberts et al�� ����� Note that the yeast
sequences do not show patchiness on scales from 
� bp
to ��� bp� Perhaps this is due to the absence in yeast
of the normal H� histones which help pack nucleosomes
together�Thoma et al�� �����

In summary� we have shown that long�range correlated
DNA sequences have a series of characteristic scales� We
also have shown that neither the alternation of introns
and exons nor the known existence of repetitive sequences
can fully explain these �ndings� Since these characteristic
scales may be related not only to biological function but
also to genomic organization� evolution� and dynamics�
we feel that this problem should be studied further�
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IV� APPENDIX

Consider a sequence represented by a �square wave�
function y��x of period �L which consists of alternating
patches of length L� Consider another sequence y��x
which is white noise� Then

y�x � Ay��x � y��x ��

is uncorrelated with pacthes of size L� Let y��k and
y��k be the Fourier transforms of y��x and y��x re�

spectively� where the wave number k is the Fourier con�
jugate of x� Since y� is white noise� it is orthogonal to
y� so that the power spectrum S�k of y�x is simply the
sum of the power spectra of y��x and y��x �

S�k � jy��kj
� � jy��kj

� ��

Since y��x is white noise� we can set jy��kj
� � C�

where C is some constant proportional to the variance
of y��x� The function y��k peaks strongly at k � ��L
so that y�k also peaks at k � ��L� The peak in
��k � �djy�kj��dk occurs very close to k � ��L� It
does not occur exactly at k � ��L partially because of
the constant white noise term C� and partially because
taking the log of the spectrum shifts the location of the
peak� The peak location can shift by upto ��� below
k � ��L� depending on the values of the bias and the
sequence length� Taking this ��� into account� we get
L � 	 � ���L�
However� if we assume that in real sequences the biases

are not strictly alternating in sign but can take on pos�
itive and negative values with equal probabilities�as in
the models�then we have to take into account an extra
factor of �� ln � � ����� because several patches with the
same bias can become joined to form larger patches� The
mean patch size becomes L� ln �� Thus we are left with
the numerical estimate of

����L � 	 � ��
	 �


which is in agreement with the measured value of 	 � ��
�
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FIG� �� �a� Double log plot of the power spectrum of an ar	
ti�cial control DNA sequence of length ��� bp� The spectrum
is an average over a moving window of size ��� bp with shifts
of ��� bp� and is plotted using logarithmic binning� The solid
line shows the spectrum after smoothing� We note that the
spectrum scales approximately as a power	law over � decades�
The characteristic scales are not readily discernible in the
spectrum� �b� Log	linear plot of the power spectrum correla	
tion exponent ���� for the same sequence� where l � ��f� The
exponent ���� is estimated by smoothing the power spectrum
and taking the negative of the local slope of the log	log plot of
the spectrum� The solid line is ���� after further smoothing�
showing three clear maxima� The degree of smoothing is to
some extent arbitrary� �c� DFA correlation exponent ���� for
the same sequence� The exponent ���� is found by calculat	
ing the local slope of the double	log plot of the DFA function�
No smoothing or �ltering is required� The exponents ����
and ���� peak at three locations corresponding to the three
characteristic patch sizes� The peaks occur at approximately
�

 bp� �


 bp� and �



 bp� showing that the location of
the peaks is always about �� multiplied by the patch sizes�
Also shown is ���� found from Peng et al��s original �DNA
walk� rms �ucutation method� which is unable to detect the
three characteristic patch sizes�

FIG� �� DFA exponent ���� for the yeast chromosomes us	
ing �a� the purine	pyrimidine rule and �b� the hydrogen	bond
energy rule� We note that the general shape of ���� is sim	
ilar for all four chromosomes� In particular� ���� is almost
identical for all nine chromosomes for � � �


 bp� and the
peaks and valleys �i�e� extrema� are close to each other for the
hydrogen	bond energy rule� suggesting that there are similar
characteristic patch sizes present in all chromosomes�

FIG� �� Comparison of ���� for yeast chromosome III
and the model described in the text of alternating �coding�
and �noncoding� patches of uncorrelated DNA for �a� the
purine	pyrimidine rule and �b� the hydrogen bond energy rule�
Whereas for the hydrogen bond energy rule there are some
similarities between the model and the real chromosome� for
the purine	pyrimidine rule there is no resemblance at all�

FIG� �� Characteristic patch sizes in � E� coli sequences�
� yeast sequences� � C� elegans sequence� and � human se	
quences estimated using the hydrogen bond energy rule� Only
sequences larger than �




 bp were used� The patch sizes
were estimated by locating the peaks in ���� and dividing the
position of the peaks by ��� Patch sizes which could only
estimated by visual inspection of the peaks are indicated by
error bars without circles� Similar patch sizes are found in
several sequences� suggesting that the complex global struc	
ture of genomic DNA may have some universal characteristics�
In eukaryotic sequences the patchiness may be a result of the
elaborate organization and folding of DNA by proteins into
nucleosomes and higher	order structures of chromatin� Note
that the yeast sequences do not show patchiness on scales
from 
 bp to �

 bp� possibly due to the absence in yeast of
H� histones which help pack nucleosomes together� The bac	
terial sequences have a patch size which is absent in the other
sequences� The loci names of the human and E� coli sequences
are as they appear in the �gure� Except for some yeast se	
quences� all sequences are found in the GenBank database�

FIG� � Comparison of DFA exponent ���� for a human
sequences and an arti�cial control sequence composed of in	
terspersed LINE	�c repeats� ALU repeats and uncorrelated
sequences for �a� purine	pyrimidine rule� and �b� hydrogen
bond energy rule� and �b� hybrid rule� The RMS of the DFA
�uctuation of the human sequences is used to estimate ���� for
human sequences� The maxima for the hybrid rule occur at
the same scale for human sequences and the model� suggesting
that long	range correlations may be partially due to repeti	
tive sequences� However� we note that this arti�cial control
sequence gives rise at most to two characteristic patch sizes�
and cannot reproduce the plateau in ���� for the hydrogen
bong energy rule� For the purine	pyrimidine rule the model
disagrees with the data badly� So this simple model cannot
explain the correlation roperties and the patchiness found in
DNA� A larger variety of repeats is unlikely to remove the
qualitative di�erences between the data and the model� We
used the LINE	�c region in HUMHBB starting at ����� and
ending at ���� and the ALU region starting at ����� and
ending at ��
���





